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Abstract: Under exceptional circumstances, light and molecules bond together, creating new hybrid
light–matter states with far-reaching consequences for these strongly coupled entities. The present
article describes the quantum-mechanical foundation of strong-coupling and experimental evidence
for molding the radiation properties of nanoprobes by strong-coupling. When applied to tracing
and marking, the new fluorometry technique proposed here, which harnesses strong-coupling, has
a triple advantage compared to its classical counterparts such as DNA tracing. It is fast, and its
signal-to-noise ratio can be improved by spectral filtering; moreover, it reveals a specific quantum
signature of the strong-coupling, which is extremely difficult to reproduce classically, thereby opening
the door to new anti-counterfeiting strategies.

Keywords: strong-coupling; light-matter interaction; steady-state and time-resolved fluorescence
spectroscopy; metallic cavities

1. Introduction

Fluorophores possess numerous biomedical applications where they are used as tracers
and markers. For instance, they can be linked to DNA branes in devices aimed at detecting
the presence of viruses in blood samples. Lab-on-a-chip applications of such techniques
present promising applications [1], especially in the times of pandemic, where it offers
possibilities for the fast detection of viruses in airports or other public places. They could
also be used as markers for authenticating the origin of certain manufactured products and
avoiding copies and counterfeits as we propose here. The most significant advantages of
fluorimetry are its extremely fast response time, the sensitivity of the excited states to the
local environment, and the possibility of incorporating fluorophore in a chip/device and
simultaneously measuring many samples for a short time [2].

This article proposes a new fluorescence technique that exploits the strong light–
matter interaction of an embedded nanoprobe within a plasmonic cavity. The signature
of strong light–matter interactions between nanoprobes and cavity modes is typically
detected through changes in the excitation spectrum (electronic or vibrational) of the
coupled system [3–8].
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When strong-coupling occurs, the isolated excited emitter is no longer an eigenstate of
the system but corresponds to a superposition of the higher and lower polaritons, which
evolve at different frequencies, leading to coherent oscillations of the excitation between
the emitter and the cavity mode. On account of these vacuum Rabi oscillations, the emitter
cycles through absorption and emission instead of exhibiting the more familiar exponential
decay process. Amplification of the signal in a resonant cavity therefore plays an essential
role and is accompanied by a specific quantum effect (frequency shift). It presents significant
advantages regarding tracing and marking applications:

- Frequency shifts make it possible to improve the signal-to-noise ratio;
- Frequency splitting constitutes a signature of strong-coupling which is difficult to coun-

terfeit.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we outline the basic principles of our
proposal, aimed at applying the properties of strongly coupled emitters for authentication
and tracing. In Section 3, we summarize the theory of strong-coupling, and we explain the
transition from the weak to the strong-coupling regimes in terms of Poincaré recurrences.
In Section 4, we describe our experimental set-up. In Section 5, we discuss its specific
advantages regarding tracing and marking. The Supplementary Material contains details
concerning the implementation of our experimental set-up and a theoretical derivation of
the spectrum of emission of the cavity in the strong-coupling regime.

2. Concept of “Quantum Filigran” Based on Strong-Coupling
2.1. Physically Unclonable Functions

A physically unclonable function (PUF) is a physical structure that is widely used as
a unique identifier for various objects. PUFs depend on the uniqueness of their physical
microstructure [9]. Generally, PUF microstructures depend on random physical factors
introduced during manufacturing to create a unique response, or on biologically induced
randomness (cellular noise) during the morphogenesis of natural photonic structures [9,10].
These factors are unpredictable and uncontrollable, which makes it virtually impossible to
duplicate or clone the structure. However, the dependence of PUF on modern colloidal
or biological self-assembly processes makes this approach, in many cases, complicated
and limited. In this article, we offer an entirely different approach that can be used for
authentication and marking based on quantum filigran where uniqueness is achieved by
controlling the light–matter interaction in the strong-coupling regime. The advantage
of the present method, besides its uniqueness, is that it also offers a fast and unique
read-out that could be exploited for different sensing and marking applications at large
scale. The first example of quantum PUF can be traced back to Wiesner quantum money
protocol [11] which is based on the quantum no cloning theorem. Here, we propose a
semi-classical protocol in which quantized light–matter interaction plays a prominent role,
the “quantum filigran”.

2.2. Quantum Filigran

The principle of the filigran used for authenticating banknotes is common knowledge.
In summary, when we submit the banknote to a specific optical excitation (illumination
at normal incidence), a specific response is induced at the level of the filigran (the image
of the filigran becomes visible if we observe it in transparency along the axis joining it
to the source). It is not easy to counterfeit such filigrans, which differ from usual 2D
images by the fact that they are not visible under grazing illumination. Ultimately, it is
this specific response of the filigran that explains why it is a useful tool for authentication.
Our goal, roughly expressed, is to conceive quantum filigrans based on the specific optical
response of well-chosen fluorophores, in the quantum strong-coupling regime. The scheme
of principle of our idea is depicted in Figure 1: a solution containing fluorophores is
placed inside a tunable Fabry–Pérot cavity; a fluorophore is resonantly excited by a laser
source and absorbs a photon at a wavelength of 440 nm. A part of the energy is lost in
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an initial non-radiative process, followed by a radiative quantum jump at wavelengths of
530 ± 25 nm.

Figure 1. Scheme of Quantum Filigran experiment. The blue arrow represents the light emitted by the
laser, resonant with the peak of absorption of the fluorophore (440 nm). The green arrow represents
the emitted photon. Note that in the strong coupling regime, photons are emitted at two possible
wavelengths (530 ± 25 nm), a manifestation of frequency splitting.

This frequency splitting is the signature of quantum strong coupling which is ensured
by placing the fluorophore in a cavity resonant at 530 nm (for more details, see Section 4).
The single photons emitted one at a time by the fluorophores are filtered in frequency
around one of the two emission peaks and collected in a typical fluorescence device consist-
ing of a single photon detector coupled to an acquisition table. The statistical distribution
of the arrival times of the photons emitted by the fluorophore is well-approximated by
a double exponential distribution. As a last resort, this distribution is, as explained in
Section 4), the signature of the presence, at the level of the fluorophore, of two competing
non-radiative processes, a short one and a long one. This specific response of the fluo-
rophore (single photon emission, plus frequency splitting and frequency shift, plus specific
temporal statistics) is extremely difficult to clone by classical methods; it will play the role
of a quantum filigran in our proposal.

3. Fluorophore Coupled to a Resonant Cavity in the Strong-Coupling Regime
3.1. Strong-Coupling with a Perfect Lossless Cavity

Strong-coupling naturally appears if we consider a two-level system (atom, fluo-
rophore) resonantly coupled to an ideal, lossless and isolated, cavity mode. The Hamilto-
nian describing such a system is well-known. It is the so-called Jaynes–Cumming (J–C)
Hamiltonian. It is obtained after performing various approximations (such as dipolar cou-
pling and rotating wave approximation). In an empty cavity, for an atom dipole moment
d = d~ud and a perfect polarization and position matching with the mode, the dipolar
interaction is equal to the product −dE0 between the dipole moment and the effective
cavity electric field (in the absence of photon). The electric field of the empty cavity is
E0 =

√
h̄ωc/(2ε0Vc), where Vc is the cavity volume and ωc is the cavity mode frequency.

The coupling strength is characterized by g = dE0/h̄ = Ω0/2.

h̄g = d

√
h̄ωc

2ε0Vc
(1)

The J–C Hamiltonian [12] then reads

ĤJC = h̄ω0σ̂†σ̂ + h̄ωc â† â + h̄g
(

σ̂â† + σ̂† â
)

(2)
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The parameters of this Hamiltonian are the atomic transition frequency ω0, the cavity
mode frequency ωc, and the coupling constant g. When a single dipole (atom/fluorophore)
is considered, the state of the system is

|ψ(t)〉 = α(t)|e, 0c〉+ β(t)|g, 1c〉 (3)

where the state |e, 0c〉 stands for dipole in the excited state and no photon in the cavity
and |g, 1c〉 stands for dipole in the ground state and one photon in the cavity. The J–C
Hamiltonian then reduces to a 2× 2 matrix

ĤJ-C = h̄
[

ω0 g
g ωc

]
(4)

It is worth noting that ĤJC is Hermitian. In what follows, we shall consider a nearly
resonant cavity (ωc ≈ ω0 so that the detuning δ = ωc −ω0 is small).

The new eigenenergies of the coupled system are [13]

E± = h̄ωc ±
1
2

h̄
√

δ2 + Ω2
0 (5)

where we defined the so-called vacuum Rabi frequency:

Ω0 ≡
√

4g2 (6)

At resonance (δ = 0), the energy difference between the two modes is minimal and
equal to h̄Ω0. The energy eigenstates are given by

|+〉 = sin θ |e, 0c〉+ cos θ |g, 1c〉
|−〉 = cos θ |e, 0c〉 − sin θ |g, 1c〉

(7)

The parameter θ defines the entanglement strength [3] between the dipole and the
cavity mode (tan 2θ = Ω0/δ). At resonance, entanglement is maximal (θ = π/4) and the
dressed states have matter and field components of equal weight. The separation between
two distinct matter–radiation subsystems is then impossible. Far from resonance (θ ≈ 0
and θ ≈ π/2), these states exhibit dominant matter or electromagnetic components. These
polaritonic states inherit dispersion relations from their electromagnetic component. Let
us note that the pair of eigenenergies E± and eigenstates |±〉 are only the lowest of an
infinite ladder of pairs. Similar pairs exist for the quantum superposition of states |nc, e〉
and |nc + 1, g〉 involving the presence of nc or nc + 1 photons in the cavity, respectively.
Their energy gap at resonance is given by h̄Ω0

√
nc + 1.

In practice, perfectly lossless cavities do not exist and the criterium to enter the strong-
coupling regime is that the Rabi frequency Ω0 must be significantly larger than the widths
γc and γ related to the cavity mode and matter excitation lifetimes, respectively. In other
words, coupling must dominate over dissipative processes. This condition is required to
preserve quantum coherence, as the Rabi frequency describes the rate of coherent energy
conversions between matter and the radiation field in the dressed states. In general,
to increase the coupling g, one needs to select quantum emitters with a strong transition
dipole and to confine the electromagnetic field in a small volume. To decrease γc, high-
finesse cavities are required. The team of S. Haroche (Nobel prize 2012), which is at the
same time a pioneering and a leading team in the domain of strong coupling, developed
high-finesse superconducting cavities cooled down to a few millikelvins, and reached huge
values for the coupling factors g by using, as two-level systems, Rydberg atoms resonant
with the cavity [14]. In our approach, it is rather the Purcell effect [15] that plays a prior role
in increasing the value of g. This explains why we realize strong coupling even at room
temperatures, as explained in Section 4.
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3.2. Strong-Coupling with a Lossy Cavity

In order to phenomenologically describe losses [16] let us now consider the pure state
(3) dynamics described by a non-Hermitian “effective” Hamiltonian Ĥ = ĤJ-C + Ĥloss where
Ĥloss is introduced phenomenologically and, in the basis {|e, 0c〉, |g, 1c〉}, reads:

Ĥloss = h̄
[

0 0
0 −i γc

2

]
(8)

where the parameter γc is called the cavity decay rate.
The coefficients α(t) and β(t) are obtained by solving the Schrödinger equation with

the non-Hermitian Hamiltonian Ĥ = ĤJ-C + Ĥloss:

ih̄
∂

∂t

[
α(t)
β(t)

]
= h̄

[
ω0 g
g ωc − i γc

2

][
α(t)
β(t)

]
(9)

In order to solve the dynamics of such a system, let us diagonalize the above matrix.
Upon diagonalization, one finds the following eigenvalues:

ω± =
ω0 + ωc

2
− i

γc

4
± Ω

2
(10)

where we defined the quantity:

Ω ≡
√

4g2 +
(

δ + i
γc

2

)2
(11)

(where δ ≡ ω0 −ωc represents the detuning). We are first of all interested in the probability
of finding the atom in the excited state, the survival probability defined as Psurv(t) ≡ |α(t)|2,
so we want to find the expression of α(t). Its general expression reads:

α(t) = A+e−iω+t + A−e−iω−t (12)

where the constants A+ and A− are determined by the initial conditions α(0) = 1 and
α̇(0) = −iω0 (coming from the fact that β(0) = 0 in Equation (9)):

A± =
1
2
± δ + iγc/2

2Ω
(13)

It is worth noting that for one excitation (photon), the phenomenological approach is
equivalent to a rigorous dissipative approach using a master equation (see, e.g., Ref. [17]
Chapter 6, especially Section 6.2, entitled “Spontaneous emission: From irreversible decay
to Rabi oscillations”).

3.3. Weak and Strong-Coupling Regime in the Resonant Case ω0 = ωc

In the resonant case, ω0 = ωc, the eigen-frequencies in Equation (10) become:

ω± = ωc − i
γc

4
± Ω

2
(14)

where Ω now reads:

Ω =

√
4g2 −

(γc

2

)2
(15)

One can clearly see that two different regimes in the time-domain are possible depend-
ing on the values of g and γc:
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(i) For a small coupling constant, g < 1
4 γc, Ω becomes purely imaginary, and the eigen-

frequencies ω± (Equation (14)) are now complex, leading to a monotonic decay of the
amplitude α(t) in time (Equation (12)), known as the weak-coupling regime.

(ii) For a large coupling constant, g > 1
4 γc, Ω is real, and the eigen-frequencies ω±

(Equation (14)) show a different real part, leading to oscillations of the amplitude α(t)
in the time-domain, known as the strong-coupling regime.

The general solution will not be considered in detail here but we shall focus on the
(very) strong-coupling regime, i.e., when g � γc. A very good approximation of the
solution may be derived in this case by means of power series expansion:

Ω ' 2g− γ2
c

16g
(16)

ω± ' −i
γc

4
± g (17)

A± '
1
2
± i

γc

8g

(
1 +

γ2
c

32g2

)
' 1

2

(18)

Then, α(t) becomes
α(t) ' e−

γc
2

t
2 cos(gt) (19)

which gives a survival probability Psurv(t) = |α(t)|2

Psurv(t) = e−
γc
2 tcos2(gt) =

1
2

e−
γc
2 t[1 + cos(2gt)] (20)

One can see in this equation that Psurv(t) = |α(t)|2 oscillates at the frequency Ω = 2g.
These oscillations, also called “vacuum Rabi oscillations”, are characteristic of the strong-
coupling [17].

3.4. Emission Spectrum in the Strong-Coupling Regime

There exists an alternative way to describe the coupling of a dipole to a lossy cavity,
which is conceptually quite different from the ones presented in the previous sections.
This model ([18], Chapter 1, Complement 1A) treats the spontaneous emission of an
atom coupled to a bounded continuum of electromagnetic modes, with a bandwidth γc.
As previously, the atom is modeled as a two-level system with transition frequency ω0, and
the continuum is assumed to have a “Lorentzian” density of states (modes) centered on
a frequency ωc and with a bandwidth expressed through the Full Width Half Maximum
(FWHM) and from now on taken to be equal to γc. In particular, while conceptually very
different, this model predicts the same temporal behavior as the previous ones. Its interest
is that it predicts the distribution in energy of the emitted photons in the continuum which
is an observable that one can measure in practice: the so-called vacuum Rabi splitting.

This model is developed in appendix (Supplementary Material), where we show
that, in the highly strong-coupling regime, the probability of emitting a photon in mode j,
denoted Pemit,j(t→ +∞) ≡ |βj(t→ +∞)|2 obeys

Pemit,j(t→ +∞) =
1
4

|gj|2

[(ωj −ω0) + g]2 +
( γc

4
)2 +

1
4

|gj|2

[(ωj −ω0)− g]2 +
( γc

4
)2 + C.T. (21)
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where the cross-term C.T. is given by:

C.T. =
|gj|2

2
(ωj −ω0)

2 − g2 +
( γc

4
)2[

(ωj −ω0)2 − g2 +
( γc

4
)2
]2

+ 4
( γc

4
)2g2

(22)

As seen from Equation (21), in the strong-coupling regime g > γc, the distribution of
emitted photons features two peaks separated by 2g, and of FWHM= 2× γc/4 = γc/2.
Therefore, an “order of magnitude” condition to be able to distinguish the two peaks is:

2g >
γc

2
⇒ g >

γc

4
(23)

When this condition is fulfilled, strong-coupling is achieved and the emission spectrum
consists of two non-overlapping Lorentzian distributions respectively centered around
ω0− g and ω0 + g, which is the Rabi splitting previously described in Equations (5) and (6).

3.5. Studying Poincaré Recurrences with a Discrete Model of Evolution

As we show now, the weak- to strong-coupling transition can also be interpreted in
terms of Poincaré recurrences, in the framework of a discrete model which can be tackled
numerically. We have already considered this model in the past, in Refs. [3,19] where we
focused on energy conservation, and also showed its good agreement with the Wigner-
Weiskopff model [20]. In this model, one considers a single atom coupled to N states j with
a “door” distribution centered on the atomic frequency ω0 and of variable bandwidth γc.
They represent the distribution of the e-m modes in the cavity. One can then express the
evolution equation in a matrix form:

ih̄
∂

∂t


α(t)
β1(t)

...
βN(t)

 = h̄


ω0 g∗1(r0) . . . g∗N(r0)

g1(r0) ω1
...

. . . 0
gN(r0) 0 ωN


︸ ︷︷ ︸

M

·


α(t)
β1(t)

...
βN(t)

, (24)

Moreover, one assumes equal and real coupling constants: gj(r0) ≡ g for all modes j.
The square matrix M can be numerically diagonalised. The program gives back the

eigenvalues κn and eigenvectors |κn〉 of M, which can be used to solve α(t) and β j(t), using
the general expression of their solution

α(t)
β1(t)

...
βN(t)

 =
N+1

∑
n=1

cn|κn〉e−iκnt. (25)

where the cn are given by the initial conditions:

α(t = 0) = 1 (26)

β j(t = 0) = 0 (27)

In order to better understand the implications of our toy model, we plotted the survival
probability of the initially excited atom/fluorophore in function of the coupling to the cavity,
varying the parameters of the model. These parameters are: ρ = 1/δω which is the density
of states in the comb (with δω equal to the difference ωi −ωi−1 for i ≥ 1); N is the number
of modes and λ the coupling between the “atom” and the “cavity”. N · δω is thus equal to
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the “continuum” bandwidth γc, while the theoretical value of the gamma factor obtained
by applying the Fermi golden rule is denoted γ. It is equal to 2πλ2ρ.

In Figure 2, we plot the survival probability Psurv(t) = |α(t)|2 obtained with this
numerical method in the weak coupling regime, for two values of the density of modes,
adjusting, however, the coupling constant in order to keep constant the theoretical value
of the gamma factor obtained by applying the Fermi golden rule. Exponential decay is
well observed, in agreement with the Fermi golden rule, but for very long times there
appear large “revival” peaks which are an artefact peculiar to the discretization [3]. It is a
manifestation of partial Poincaré recurrence due to the fact that when the Hilbert space of
the quantum system is of finite dimension, the Poincaré recurrence time is finite (and its
value is the smallest common multiple of all the eigenfrequencies of the Hamiltonian in
Equation (24)). The Poincaré recurrence time increases when the density of modes increases
as we can check comparing the red and blue recurrences, illustrating that, at least in the
weak-coupling regime, the Poincaré recurrence goes to infinity in the continuum’s limit.

Figure 2. Survival probability in function of time in the weak coupling regime: linear–linear plot
(above) and log–linear plot (below) for two values of the mode density ρ, respecting the scaling
constraint 2πρ · λ2 = γ =constant (where γ is the decay factor obtained from the Fermi golden rule
and γt the rescaled time).

As can be seen in Figure 3, when we vary the bandwidth, keeping constant the spacing
between the states in the comb, as well as the gamma factor obtained by applying the Fermi
golden rule, the Poincaré recurrence time is constant. This effect is easy to explain in the
weak-coupling regime because “active” resonant modes are then confined in an interval
of width Γ around the resonant frequency in agreement with time-energy uncertainties;
therefore, in the broad spectrum regime (N · δω >> 2πγ), the physics of the system is
unchanged when we vary the bandwidth.
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Figure 3. Survival probability in function of time respecting the scaling constraint ρ · λ2 = γF =

constant but varying the number of modes N.

This is no longer true however if we keep the number of modes constant, even when
we vary the bandwidth (respecting the scaling constraint ρ · λ2 = constant), as already seen
in Figure 2.

When the number of modes is small enough, new fractional Poincaré recurrences
appear, announcing the Rabi oscillations of Figure 4, typical of the strong coupling regime.

As can be seen from Figure 4, fractional Poincaré recurrences appear at the weak–
strong transition (N · δω/γ = γc/γ > 2π). In the strong-coupling regimes the revivals
become indistinguishable from Rabi oscillations. The nature of Poincaré recurrences is
clearly different in the weak- and strong-coupling regimes: in the weak-coupling regime
they are an artefact of the discretization; in the strong-coupling regime, (fractional) Poincaré
recurrences correspond to Rabi oscillations.

Figure 4. Survival probability in function of time for various values of γc/γ. In the weak-coupling
regime, the Poincaré recurrence is an artefact of discretization, whereas in the strong-coupling regime
Poincaré recurrences become indistinguishable from Rabi oscillations, typical of a system consisting
of two coupled modes.
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4. Experimental Study
4.1. Experimental Protocol

In order to perform the strong-coupling between nanoprobe and the cavity, we fab-
ricated the plasmonic cavity by combining thermal-sputtering (for metal/Al deposition),
and spin coating (for controlling the thickness of the cavity and for embedding nanoprobes
into the cavity). The obtained cavity has a quality factor of around 70. Later we dis-
solved perovskite fluorophores (commercially available), at the concentration of 0.1 nM.
The schematic structure of perovskite is presented in Figure 5.

Subsequently, 10 microliters of the perovskite solution (dissolved in toluen) were
transferred into polymer solution (polystyrene(PS), volume 2 mL) used for spin coating in
order to place the nanoprobe inside a cavity. The thickness of the cavity was adjusted to
achieve resonance (δ = ωc −ω0 close to zero, where ω0 represents the Bohr frequency of
the fluorophores in free space).

The details concerning cavity design, sample preparation, and quality factor estimation
are described in Supplementary Materials.

Figure 5. Structure of CsPbCl3 perovskite is based on crystal structure from ICSD database
201250 [21].

4.2. Results

First, we investigate the fluorescence response of the perovskite outside the cavity.
Figure 6 shows the fluorescence response of the perovskite probes in solution. The excita-
tion wavelength used for fluorescence measurement was 440 nm. The observed emission
spectrum is relatively narrow (for organic and metalorganic compounds), with the maxi-
mum around 530 nm and full width half maximum (FWHM) approximately 25 nm.
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Figure 6. (a) Fluorescence steady state spectrum of perovskite in solution; (b) Fluorescence decay
time response of the perovskite in solution fitted with a double exponential function.

In order to understand better the radiative response, we performed time-resolved
measurements of the emitted fluorescence intensity (Figure 6b). The best fits of experimental
results are obtained with a double exponential function that gave rise to a long decay
time (of ca. 12.2 ns) that is related to the actual lifetime of the probe in this particular
environment, and a short decay time (of ca. 1.6 ns), is associated with different nonradiative
processes that affect the radiative dynamics of the dye. After that, we perform the steady-
state investigation of the perovskite embedded into the plasmonic cavity at two different
temperatures (room temperature 298 K and 10K). The sample was excited from outside the
cavity; the excess energy δω is necessary for creating a complex metastable excited state
that will firstly follow a complicated non-radiative decay process before arriving at the
radiative excited dipole state |e, 0c〉 considered in Section 3. The steady-state response of
the perovskite within the cavity is presented in Figure 7 and shows the signature of Rabi
splitting that confirms that strong coupling between cavity and probe is achieved. As can
be seen from Figure 7b, the splitting remains observable at room temperature, even though
the height of the peaks diminished by then due to various sources of decoherence that
increase with increasing temperature of the sample. Figure 7a exhibits the typical response
of a Fabry–Pérot cavity.
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measurements of the emitted fluorescence intensity (Figure 6b). The best fits of experimental
results are obtained with a double exponential function that gave rise to a long decay
time (of ca. 12.2 ns) that is related to the actual lifetime of the probe in this particular
environment, and a short decay time (of ca. 1.6 ns), is associated with different nonradiative
processes that affect the radiative dynamics of the dye. After that, we perform the steady-
state investigation of the perovskite embedded into the plasmonic cavity at two different
temperatures (room temperature 298 K and 10K). The sample was excited from outside the
cavity; the excess energy δω is necessary for creating a complex metastable excited state
that will firstly follow a complicated non-radiative decay process before arriving at the
radiative excited dipole state |e, 0c〉 considered in Section 3. The steady-state response of
the perovskite within the cavity is presented in Figure 7 and shows the signature of Rabi
splitting that confirms that strong coupling between cavity and probe is achieved. As can
be seen from Figure 7b, the splitting remains observable at room temperature, even though
the height of the peaks diminished by then due to various sources of decoherence that
increase with increasing temperature of the sample. Figure 7a exhibits the typical response
of a Fabry–Pérot cavity.

Figure 7. (a) Optical response of the cavity with emission spectrum from perovskite fluorophores
in solution (inset); (b) emission spectrum from perovskite fluorophores in cavity—signature of
Rabi splitting.

Figure 7. (a) Optical response of the cavity with emission spectrum from perovskite fluorophores
in solution (inset); (b) emission spectrum from perovskite fluorophores in cavity—signature of
Rabi splitting.
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After a steady-state fluorescence study that shows the signature of the strong-coupling
through Rabi splitting, the fluorescence time-resolved study reveals the effect of the strong
coupling on the dynamics of the excited state. The theoretical decay time of the cavity is
comparable, in the strong-coupling regime, to the survival time of the excited state |e, 0c〉. It
can be estimated by measuring the width of one of the Lorentzian peaks of Figure 7. By so
doing, we estimate the lifetime of the cavity to be in the picosecond range. The distance
between the two peaks makes it possible to estimate the value of the coupling constant g
from which the ratio g/γc is thus predicted to be equal to 5.9, which confirms once more
that we are well in the strong-coupling regime. Results of the measurement show that, as
in the case of the probe in solution, the perovskite radiation dynamics within the cavity
are best fitted with the double exponential functions. Like the energy splitting, the two
decay signatures survive at room temperature (as can be seen from Figure 8. At room
temperature (298 K), the perovskite within the cavity gave rise to a long decay time (of ca.
7.7 ns) that is related to the actual lifetime of the probe within the cavity and a short decay
time (of ca. 0.87 ns) that is associated with different nonradiative processes that affect the
radiative dynamics of the dye. The probe’s lifetime within the cavity is significantly shorter
(37%) compared to the lifetime in solution (decay rate increases). Decreasing temperature
causes the increase of the lifetime of the probe to the value of 8.1 ns (5%), while the short
decay stays unchanged, indicating that non-radiative processes within the cavity are not so
strongly affected by the decrease in temperature.

Figure 8. Fluorescence time-resolved measurements of the perovoskite within plasmonic cavity at
two temperatures: (a) 298 K, and (b) 10 K.

The duration of the radiative process, estimated by measuring the width of the
Lorentzian emission curve, is quite smaller than the duration of the non-radiative part
of the decay process. Among other consequences, the probability that two photons will
be emitted at the same time goes to zero, and we are thus always operating in the single
photon regime. Due to the coexistence of the (long) fluorescence timescale and of the
(short) timescale of the photon emission process, it is impossible for us to put into evidence
specific signatures of the strong-coupling such as Rabi oscillations, without speaking about
the entanglement between the dipole and the field inside the cavity. However, frequency
splitting is directly observable with our device. It constitutes an authentic signature of
the quantum strong-coupling, which offers promising perspectives regarding tracing and
marking as we shall explain now.

5. Tracing and Marking in the Strong-Coupling Regime

Fluorophores are widely used for tracing and marking [2,22–24], but it is uncommon
to let them operate in the strong-coupling regime. Recently, strong-coupling has been
exploited for potential quantum chip applications using fluorophores attached to oligonu-
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cleotide strands and embedded into the cavity [25]. These DNA or RNA oligonucleotide
strands offer the possibility of putting the probe in a particular position within the cavity,
and/or to link it with a plasmonic nanoobject (for instance a golden nanosphere) playing
the same role as an external cavity [26–28], but this advantage comes with the relatively
high cost of design and purification of oligonucleotides associated with the aging problem
(stability of oligonucleotide probes within the cavity). In our approach, combining cavity
design, spin coating, and specifically chosen fluorophores, we reach the strong-coupling
regime without resorting to DNA strands. Another advantage of this regime is that it
increases the signal-to-noise ratio, due to the fact that the frequency of the emitted photons
differs from the resonance frequency of the cavity, and from the excitation frequency of
the laser as well, which makes it easy to filter out the noise at those frequencies, by us-
ing well-chosen frequency filters (as we described in the previous section). The use of a
resonant cavity also grandly amplifies the signal, which is a well-known manifestation of
the Purcell effect [15]. In summary, our approach reduces noise and increases the signal,
directly benefiting the signal-to-noise ratio.

6. Conclusions

In order to prevent counterfeiting, and to be able to authenticate their own manu-
factured goods, certain brands hide specific DNA branes in their products (clothes for
instance), since they are difficult to imitate and can be revealed through DNA sequencing.
We propose to use fluorophores in the strong-coupling regime described in the previous
sections to realize the same goal. The present manuscript describes the quantum foundation
of the strong-coupling and the experimental study of radiation dynamics in the strong-
coupling regime. It also highlights how these dynamics can be harnessed in tracing and
authentication, due to their unique response and simple detection requirements. The spe-
cific signature of strong-coupling is difficult to counterfeit (it also requires good overlap
between the cavity resonance and absorption/emission spectrum of the probe), and it is
easy to reveal because it needs a basic fluorescence device, is widely commercialized, and
is versatile and fast to operate compared to DNA sequencing, for instance. It should be
emphasized that instead of using expensive lithography techniques or time-consuming self-
assembly processes, the new PUF that we propose here is solely based on the light–matter
interaction. It constitutes a compromise between quantum encryption, à la Wiesner [11],
and classical encryption. This approach opens a large field of potential applications.

Supplementary Materials: The following supporting information can be downloaded at: https:
//www.mdpi.com/article/10.3390/app12189238/s1, Figure S1: Two-level system in a cavity.
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